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ABSTRACT--A recommender system could be a scientific categorization of information separating a 

system that anticipate the "rating" or "inclination" a client would provide for a thing. Recommender structures 

(RS) use man-made thinking (AI) methodologies to outfit customers with things recommendations. For example, an 

online bookshop may use an AI (ML) figuring to describe books by type and after that endorse various books to a 

customer acquiring a specific book. With the ascent of computerized content conveyance, individuals presently 

approach music assortments on an exceptional scale. Business music libraries effectively surpass 15 million tunes, 

which incomprehensibly surpasses the listening ability of any single individual. With a large number of tunes to 

look over, individuals some of the time feels overwhelmed. Most normal RS are planned to utilize the idea of sifting 

methods and manage the tally and similitudes between the resemblances of the clients. Our methodology, right 

now, to upgrade the RS by consolidating the separating system with Collaborative Filtering. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the prime features of web 2.0 is that it allows users to share with other users their opinions and 

viewpoints about almost everything on internet. Getting someone else's validated point of view can be of 

reasonable advantage with regards to choosing whether or not to contribute time, cash or exertion into something. 

This is one of the main thrusts behind the expanding accomplishment of network sites which permit enrolled 

clients to compose and peruse surveys about business items, for example, music, books, motion pictures, or buyer 

gadgets, for example, for example cameras or mobile phones. Client appraisals frequently comprise of a free – 

content survey and a general rating. 

Recommender frameworks rose to manage the data over-burden issue by creating customized content 

recommendations to their clients. Given the present situation of the Web, where clients can give content by 

delivering explanations, remarks and surveys about any subject, there is a lot of rich and point by point data 

accessible that is made cooperatively by the network. Despite its unstructured and uncontrolled nature, client made 
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portrayals can be abused by data recovery and recommender frameworks errands, the need of space specialists to 

make organized metadata about  

the things (ordering). In addition, one can generally acquire refreshed depictions about recently included 

things, which can shift over the time contingent upon the setting they are embedded (for example news about 

decided occasion will undoubtedly fluctuate quick, while depictions about motion pictures and books may have 

little variety through time). 

 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Generally, we might want to purchase an item that companions or partners have recommended. So how about 

we consider another case of a book shop caused unique to notice New Collection books, well-known books and so 

on. So the purchaser can rapidly pick a book. In a computerized world utilizing these sorts of techniques as 

suggestion frameworks, the item proprietor can prescribe things that clients may likewise enjoy and required. A 

proposal framework is a broad class of web applications that includes anticipating the client's reactions to the 

alternatives. 

Recommender Systems are fundamentally calculations that expect to give the most pertinent and exact things 

to the client by sifting valuable stuff from a tremendous pool of data base. Proposal motors find information 

designs in the informational collection by learning shoppers' decisions and produces the results that co-identifies 

with their needs and premiums.  

In Real-time models resemble Amazon, they have been utilizing a proposal motor for recommending the 

merchandise or items that clients may likewise like. 

 

A. DATA COLLECTION 

Data collection is an organized way to deal with gathering and putting away data from an assortment of 

sources to get a total and exact image of the ideal zone. Data collection permits a substance or an endeavor to 

respond to important inquiries, survey results and make expectations about future results and patterns. Precise 

Data collection is essential to keeping up the integrity of research works, settling on taught business choices and 

guaranteeing quality. Reviews, meetings and open posts are essential devices for social event data. Today, with 

assistance from Web associations are likewise ready to gather information from cell phones, site logs, and so forth. 

The information can be gathered from different open-source sites, web-based social networking pages utilizing 

web scratching or from unequivocal and understood databases. 

The dataset used in the current work was collected from an opensource website 

http://millionsongdataset.com/. The dataset contains 2 files: One contains the song_id, user_id and listen count 

and the other contains the song details. The dataset contains features like song_id, user_id, listen_count, song 

name, album name, artist, year, etc. 
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Figure 1: System Architecture. 

 

 

B. DATA PREPROCESSING 

Data preprocessing is an information mining process that includes adjusting crude information into a 

justifiable configuration through a progression of predefined techniques and steps. Information preprocessing is 

required on the grounds that Real-World Data are commonly loud, deficient, conflicting, and so forth. Errands in 

information preprocessing by and large incorporate data cleaning, transformation, and reduction.Integration of 

data has been done here to make make relation between user_id and song features. 

 

C. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Feature extraction is a strategy of dimensionality decrease utilizing which an underlying arrangement of 

crude info information is diminished to progressively sensible dimensionally diminished gatherings for preparing 

purposes. Feature extraction is the assortment of strategies that select or potentially join factors into highlights, 

adequately lessening the measure of information that must be handled but at the same time unequivocally and 

exhaustively portraying the first informational collection. The procedure of feature extraction is valuable when 

one plans to cut  down the number of utilities required for handling without missing out on significant data. We 

have extracted User_id and Song_id for training. 

 

D. Popularity based Model 

Popularity based model is basically used to generate recommendation on the basis of popularity which means 

the item which is most popular are recommended to the user. This approach is helpful in cases when large 

audience likes the same product in our case, songs. But if the likes and disliked of songs differ heavily then it is not 

very efficient. In this project, the popularity based model ranks the songs according to the listen_count of the songs 

and then recommends the songs to the user. 

 

E. Collaborative Filtering 

Collaborative Filtering uses clients' authentic inclination on a lot of things. Since it depends on verifiable 

information, the center supposition here is that the clients who have concurred in the past will in general 
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additionally concur later on. Regarding client inclination, it generally communicated in two classes. Express 

Rating are kind of points given by a client to a thing on a numerical scale, similar to 5 stars for a particular song 

or a movie. This is the immediate input from clients to show that they like a thing. By understanding Ratings, 

recommends clients' inclination in a roundabout way, for example, site visits, clicks, buy records, regardless of 

whether tune in to a music track, etc. 

 

III. NEAREST NEIGHBORHOOD 

The most typical method of Collaborative Filtering is called the Nearest Neighborhood algorithm. The 

nearest neighborhood algorithm makes user of item-similarity based collaborative filter. 

 

Figure 2: Item-Similarity Based Collabrative Filtering 

 

In Item-based CF, two things are comparative when they got comparative evaluations from an equivalent 

client. At that point, we will make forecast for an objective client on a thing by computing weighted normal of 

appraisals on most X comparative things from this client. One key favorable position of Item-based CF is the 

solidness which is that the evaluations on a given thing won't change fundamentally extra time, in contrast to the 

interest of people. Likeness or resemblance between items are calculated using cosine similarity metric. The rating 

for target item i for an active user a can be calcilated by using a simple weighted average as 
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where K is the neighborhood of most similar items rated by active user a, and w(i,j) is the similarity between 

items i and j. 

 

IV. MATRIX FACTORIZATION  

Since adaptability and sparsity are the 2 greatest difficulties for typical collaborative filtering strategy, it is a 

further developed technique which decay the first scanty framework to low-dimensional grids with inactive 

elements or highlights (latent features or factors) and decreased sparsity. This is called as Matrix Factorization. 

Apart from figuring out how to solve the sparsity and scalability problem, a very good reason exists why we should 

represent users’ preference using the low-dimensional matrices. Suppose a user gives a good ratings to songs Love 

Me by Justin Bieber, Somebody to Love by Justin Bieber, U Smile by Justin Bieber. These are necessarily 3 

different views or opinions but shows that the particular user likes song from Justin Bieber and may ne more songs 

Justin Bieber that the user might like so we should recommend those songs to the user. Unlike particular songs, the 

latent factors are showed using help of higher level attributes and one of the latent feature of factor in this case is 

the Artist’s name. What matrix factorization in the long run gives us is how a lot of a client is lined up with a lot 

of idle highlights, and how much a motion picture fits into this arrangement of idle highlights. This provides a 

edge to the matrix factorization method over nearest neighbour method that even same songs are not rated by two 

users, it’s still very plausible to find similarity or connection between two users because of the reason that they 

sharing common underlying or similar underlying interest.        

 

 

 

Figure 3: Matrix Factorization 

 

To understand how a matrix factorization works, there is a need to learn or understand what Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) is. According to Linear Algebra concepts, a matrix R(real matrix) may be broken down or  

decomposed into 3 matrices namely V, U, and Σ.  Taking the example of songs, V is the value of m x r songs latent 

feature matrix,  the user latent-feature matrix U is value r x n, Σ is r x r diagonal matrix which contains the singular 

values of original matrix R to represent how a specific feature is of very great value in predicting the user 

preference. 
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To grade the Σ matrix values by reducing absolute value and shorten matrix Σ to first k singular values, there 

is a need to rebuild the matrix as matrix A. The k singular values should be selected such that most of dissimilarity 

or variation within the original matrix R should be captured in A, so that A ≈ R i.e., A is the approximation of R. 

The variation should be minimal between A and R. This is actually the idea of Principle Component Analysis. 

 

 

V. RESULTS 

The experiments are performed on Intel i5 processor with 4GB memory. A huge database of 2000000 entries 

is used. Out of which around 200000 entries are taken into consideration for the experimental purposes. The 

experiment is conducted on 200000 entries contains close to 7000 unique users and 10000 unique songs data. 

The recommendation are provided to the user according to the input provided by the user. The input in this 

case are mostly user_id and song_name. The top 10 recommendation are provided to the user in both cases and it’s 

accuracy can be determined by the satisfaction of the user. The user if likes the song then the recommendations are 

efficient. 

 

While working with popularity based model the top 10 recommendations generated were as shown: 

 

 

Figure 4: Popularity based recommendation. 

 

Similarly, while working with item similarity based model the top 10 recommendations generated for 

particular user when given user_id as input and when song_name is givn are shown: 
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(a) user_name 

 

 

(b) song_name 

Figure 5: Item-simailarity based recommendations on 

(a)user_name (b)song_name 

 

To compare the popularity based model and collaborative filtering model on the basis of efficiency we have 

used performance metrics like precision and recall. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The music recommender system will be large-scale and personalized. Main idea is to learn from user’s 

listening history and features of songs and predict songs that a user would like to listen to. On comparing, the 
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item-based collaborative filtering approach outperforms the popularity based model. Matrix factorization is also 

applied on the small subsets. Future work for the project will include making the matrix factorization method 

using SVD efficient while working on large number of entries and combining the image processing and 

collaborative filtering to give much more accurate recommendations by performing CNN algorithms on the album 

art of the songs.  
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